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Abstract: As SRAMs continue to grow and comprise larger percentages of the area and
power consumption in advanced systems, the need to minimize static currents becomes
essential. This brief presents a novel 9T Quasi-Static RAM Bitcell that provides aggressive
leakage reduction and high write margins. The quasi-static operation method of this cell,
based on internal feedback and leakage ratios, minimizes static power while maintaining
sufficient, albeit depleted, noise margins. This paper presents the concept of the novel cell,
and discusses the stability of the cell under hold, read and write operations. The cell was
implemented in a low-power 40 nm TSMC process, showing as much as a 12× reduction in
leakage current at typical conditions, as compared to a standard 6T or 8T bitcell at the same
supply voltage. The implemented cell showed full functionality under global and local
process variations at nominal and low voltages, as low as 300 mV.
Keywords: CMOS memory integrated circuits; SRAM; leakage suppression; ultra low
power; dynamic noise margin
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1. Introduction
Throughout the past decade, power dissipation has replaced high performance as the central focus
of VLSI design, primarily due to the ever increasing rise in popularity of portable devices. As process
technologies continue to advance, device scaling generally leads to a decrease in switched capacitance
and a degradation of transistor Ion/Ioff ratio, indirectly causing static power to dominate the total power
consumed by digital circuits [1]. Subthreshold leakage is a problem for all system components, but it is
a particularly important problem in on-chip caches, as they are a growing fraction of the total number
of microprocessor devices. Today, SRAMs comprise a significant percentage of the total area and total
power for many digital chips, and this is only expected to rise [2]. Furthermore, leakage power is
becoming the primary factor of cache power consumption due to the large number of storage cells
(cross-coupled inverters) in on-chip caches, where there is no stacking effect to reduce the leakage
current. The source of this leakage current is from sub-threshold and gate leakage ever-present in a
standard 6T SRAM cell at its steady state. At least two transistors provide high sub-threshold leakage
due to Drain Induced Barrier Lowering (DIBL) with the drain-to-source voltage at VDD, and an
additional pair of transistors provides high gate leakage, with their gate-to-bulk voltage at VDD. Most
data in caches is accessed relatively infrequently due to either temporal or spatial locality. Thus, as the
cost of storing data increases in the form of leakage power, the contribution of dynamic power
dissipation diminishes [1].
Over the years, many techniques have been proposed for the reduction of SRAM power
consumption [2–7], but the most efficient way to reduce the power is generally considered to be
lowering the operating voltage. This can either be done in a dynamic scheme according to operating
conditions [8] or statically during hold cycles. However, a standard 6T bitcell is limited to a minimum
operating voltage of approximately 0.7 V, mainly due to process variations that degrade the read and
write margins [2]. Read margin constraints are solved by using a two-port 8T bitcell, due to its
decoupled readout path (for example, the circuits used in [9,10]), however write margins still limit this
cell to 700 mV under global and local variations. Recently, many groups have developed robust
bitcells, designed for low voltage and sub-threshold operation. In 2007, a 256 kb SRAM array in
65 nm with a 10T bitcell, operating under 400 mV at 475 kHz was presented by Calhoun and
Chandrakasan [2] showing a 3.28 μW power consumption. In 2009, a 32 kb SRAM in 90 nm with a
10T bitcell, operating successfully at 160 mV at 500 Hz with a read power dissipation of 0.123 μW
was presented by Roy’s group at Purdue [11]. A thorough overview of sub-threshold SRAM operation
is given by Wang et al. [12]. Very few designs have actually changed the basic internal structure of the
bitcell to achieve additional leakage reduction or improved low voltage functionality. Levacq et al. [7]
proposed one such design, based on their Ultra-Low Power (ULP) Diode. This implementation
provided a very interesting and novel approach to bitcell leakage reduction and robustness, showing a
leakage reduction of 40×. However, operation under local variations at sub-100 nm process nodes was
not presented.
In this paper, we present a novel 9T Quasi-SRAM bitcell for low-voltage, ultra-low leakage
operation. The proposed cell internally cuts off the supply, and the stable states are set by leakage
current ratios, resulting in Quasi-Static operation. This is achieved with improved write access time,
with a design controlled read access time penalty, and without the need for any additional peripheral
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circuitry, as compared to a standard two-port 8T bitcell. The stability of the non-static state is defined
with the concept of Dynamic Noise Margin (DNM), as discussed in several recent publications [13,14].
Simulation results show that the proposed bitcell achieves a 12× static power reduction as compared to
a standard 6T or 8T cell operated at a nominal supply voltage (1.1 V), and a 7× reduction compared to
an 8T or 6T cell at 0.7 V (the lowest possible operating voltage of these cells). At high leakage process
corners, this reduction increases substantially. The proposed cell was simulated under global and local
process variations and was shown to maintain functionality at supply voltages as low as 300 mV. An
8kb array of Q-SRAM cell was fabricated in a standard 40nm process and preliminary measurements
show full functionality.
This brief is composed as follows: The cell design and operation methods are shown in Section II; a
discussion of cell stability, including the Quasi-Static nature of the cell, is discussed in Section III;
Section IV presents the cell implementation and performance figures; and Section V concludes the paper.
Figure 1. Schematic of 9T Quasi-SRAM Cell.

2. The Proposed 9T Bitcell Design
2.1. Description
Figure 1 shows the schematic of the proposed 9T Quasi-Static RAM (Q-SRAM) bitcell. The core of
the cell, comprising transistors M1-M8, is similar to a standard two-port 8T cell. The control signals
are identical to an 8T cell, as well; separate word lines are used for reads (RWL) and writes (WWL),
while a pair of differential bitlines (WBL and WBLB) are used for writes, and a single ended bitline
(RBL) is used for reads. Operation of these control signals is identical to a standard 8T cell, as well.
The innovation of the proposed cell comes from the additional supply gating transistor (M9) that is
connected in a feedback loop to the QB node. This technique is similar to the Auto-Gating technique
proposed by Frustaci et al. [15] At first glance, this would seem to cause the cell to lose its
functionality when QB is low, as M9 is clearly cutoff and the cell is no longer static, but an in depth
look into the stable states shows a much different picture. Assuming Q = ‘1’, the inverter created by
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M4 and M6 drives QB low,
M
l
closingg M9 and gaating the sup
pply. In thiss state theree is no low resistive
r
patth
too VDD, caussing leakagee currents too eventuallyy partially discharge
d
the high statee of Q. As su
uch, it woulld
s
seem
that inn this case, the bitcell has “lost” its stored data.
d
Howeever, due too the lack of
o a feedbacck
innverter, thee circuit reaaches a quaasi-stable sttate with Q storing a median vooltage depen
ndent on thhe
leeakage ratioos of M9 annd M1, andd QB storinng a low (zeero) voltagee. As with aan 8T bitceell, readout is
c
commenced
d through a single-ende
s
ed readout buffer
b
(comp
prised of M7
M and M8) that is conn
nected to QB
a is unafffected by thee voltage att Q. Therefoore, in the hold
and
h
‘1’ statte, M7 is cuutoff (QB = 0 V) and no
n
d
discharge
paath is availaable from RBL
R
througgh M8, resu
ulting in a ‘1’—the corrrect state of
o the bitcelll.
T
This
non-staatic state iss illustratedd in Figure 2b. This fiigure showss that a ‘1’ will be reead out, eveen
thhough Q iss partially discharged.
d
In the illuustrated casee, standard VT pull doown devices were usedd,
c
causing
the steady statte voltage of
o Q to be very
v
low, resulting
r
in very low D
DIBL (on M1)
M and gatte
leeakage (through M4). However, this
t leakagee minimization comes at
a the expennse of redu
uced stabilityy,
a will be discussed
as
d
inn Section 3.. As an alteernative, the ratio betw
ween M1 annd M9 can be modifieed
(for examplee, by using HVT pull-ddown devicces), resultin
ng in a sligght increase in leakage power and a
h
higher
(and more robuust) steady state. Notee that transsistors M2 and M3 have been omitted
o
from
m
F
Figure
2a.
Figuree 2. (a) Low
L
leakagge state of Q-SRAM bitcell. Booth internaal nodes arre low,
minim
mizing leakaage currents, but ensuriing correct readout
r
valuue (‘1’); (b)) Final voltages of
internaal nodes Q and QB inn the low-leakage “ho
old 1” state at commoon process corners
c
(VDD = 600 mV).

(a)

(b)

It appears from a firrst look at the
t oppositee state, i.e., Q = ‘0’, thhat static opperation is achieved
a
in a
s
similar
fashiion as in a standard 6T
T or 8T celll. A high sttate writtenn into QB tuurns M9 on, providing a
s
supply
voltaage of VDDD-VT9 to thee positive feedback
f
cross coupledd inverter sstructure, su
uch that QB
Q
w
would
be heeld at this vooltage, turniing on M7. However, a closer lookk shows a m
more compleex picture, as
a
s
shown
in Figgure 3a. Noote that M7 and
a M8 havve been omiitted from thhis figure foor convenien
nce.
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Figuree 3. (a) Hold ‘0’ state of Q-SRAM
M cell. Nod
de Q is disccharged, whhereas nodee QB is
set acccording to the ratioed leakage beetween M4,, M3 and M9;
M (b) Leaakage ratio of M9
(with LVT implaant) and M44 (with HV
VT implant)) for variouus levels of QB. This ratio
r
is
substaantially highher than 1 when
w
QB is lower
l
than 0.8V
0 DD.
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Assumingg Q has beeen completeely dischargged, M6 is on
o with a low
w resistance, such thatt the voltagees
a the sourcee of M9 (VV
at
VDD) and at QB are equuivalent. Th
his results inn a very low
w gate-to-so
ource voltagge
f M9 (VGS → 0), gatinng the supplly and disabbling chargee current to QB. Thereffore, follow
for
wing the writte
o
operation,
w
which
woulld charge QB
Q to apprroximately VDD-VT5, there
t
wouldd be no su
upplementarry
c
current
to QB
Q if the levvel was deggraded. Herre again, a non-static
n
s
state
is reacched, and it would seem
m
thhat the cell is dysfuncttional. How
wever, the steady state voltage at QB is ultim
mately set by
b the ratioeed
c
contention
b
between
thee leakage currents
c
of M9 and M4.
M Therefoore, implem
menting M9
9 with a low
w
thhreshold vooltage (LVT
T) device annd the nMO
OS pull-dow
wn transistorr (M4) with a high threshold (HVT
T)
d
device,
ensuures a high level
l
at QB.. Figure 3b plots the cu
urrent ratio of M9 vs. M
M4 for a giv
ven voltage at
n
node
QB. Thhis figure enhances
e
thee fact that thhe leakage through M99 is much sttronger than
n that of M4,
M4
replenishingg any lost chharge, or esssentially prooviding qua
asi-static opperation.
This uniqque operatioon scheme presents tw
wo asymmettric stable states,
s
set by “quasi-staatic” leakagge
c
current
ratioos. Both stattes present substantiallly reduced leakage currrents, with the currentts in the holld
‘1’ state (QB = ‘0’) appproaching a minimum
m achievable figure, due
d to the llow VDS on both nMO
OS
trransistors (M
M1 and M44) and the seerial resistaance of the supply
s
gatinng transistoor, M9. The gate leakagge
iss also highlly reduced, as compareed to a 6T or
o 8T cell, as the nMOS
S transistorss all have sm
mall voltagees
a
across
the gates.
g
As prresented in Section 3, simulation results shoow a nominnal leakage reduction of
o
1 at this state
12×
s
as com
mpared to a standard
s
8T
T cell at 1.1 V and as hiigh as 31× uunder process variationns.
2 Write Operation
2.2.
O
One of thhe primary challenges
c
w
when
designing a low voltage bitccell is mainntaining sign
nificant writte
m
margins.
Too ensure thhe success of a write operation, the pull-down currennt dischargiing the higgh
innternal nodde (Q or QB
B) has to ovvercome thee pull-up cu
urrent to thaat node. Thhis is troubllesome undeer
p
process
variiations, wheen the pMO
OS devicess in the pulll-up netwoork can be m
much stron
nger than thhe
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nnMOS devicces in the pull-down
p
n
network,
reesulting in write
w
failuree. The propposed 9T Q-SRAM
Q
ceell
innherently solves
s
this problem
p
byy cutting offf the supply with thee internal feeedback no
ode, and thuus
s
significantly
y weakeningg the pull-uup network.. Figure 4 illustrates
i
thhe Q-SRAM
M write opeeration. Notte
thhat M7 andd M8 have been
b
omitteed from thiss figure forr conveniennce. Writingg a ‘0’ into a cell in thhe
h
hold
‘1’ statte is shown in Figure 4a.
4 Dependinng on the time that hass passed sinnce the previious write, Q
iss partially discharged
d
a M9 is cuut-off. In a standard 6T
and
T or 8T writte operationn, the write is
i considereed
too be perform
med on the ‘0’ side, as the nMOS access tran
nsistors (M22 and M5) arre better at passing a ‘00’
thhan a ‘1’. And
A once one
o side is written, thee positive feedback
f
puulls the celll to one off the circuit’s
b
bi-stable
poiints. In the case of thee Q-SRAM cell, the ‘0
0’ is alreadyy partially w
written and the supply is
g
gated,
so Q is dischargeed very quickly. QB iss charged th
hrough M5 without
w
conntention (as M4 is cutooff
a
almost
immediately), reeaching a voltage
v
of appproximatelly VDD-VT5. As M9 is ccutoff and VV
V DD is low
w,
Q initiallyy charges VV
QB
V DD througgh M6. Eveentually, QB
B will reachh a level off approximaately 80% of
o
VDD, due to the
t current ratios show
wn in Figuree 3b. This caan be enhannced by sizinng M5 to manipulate
m
thhe
R
Reverse
Shoort Channel Effect (RSC
CE) and/or using an LV
VT implant on this devvice.
Figuree 4. (a) Thee Write ‘0’ operation.
o
T deflated
The
d Q is immeediately disccharged to ground,
g
cuttingg off M4 annd enabling a strong chharge of QB
B through M5.
M VVDD iis initially charged
c
from QB
Q throughh M6 and subsequentl
s
ly, leakage currents chharge QB to its steady
y state;
(b) Thhe Write ‘1’ operatioon. As M9 is cut-off,, the dischharge of QB
B through M5 is
unconttested. Q iss charged too a level sligghtly lower than VDD.

(aa)

(b)

The Writee ‘1’ operattion is depiccted in Figuure 4b. This operation is again mucch easier to achieve thaan
a standard 6T
6 or 8T wrrite, as the supply is gaated, enabliing an uncoontested discharge of th
he high nodde
(QB). Theree is no needd to fully chharge Q to complete the
t write, ass the steadyy state has Q tending to
t
G
GND;
in facct, shutting off
o the write word line (WWL) beefore Q is chharged will save powerr (in additioon
too decreasing the write access timee).
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2.3. Read Operation
The read operation of the Q-SRAM cell is identical to a standard 8T cell. The non-penetrating read,
implemented by using a read buffer, is one of the common techniques to ensure high read margin that
can be a limiting factor for low voltage operation. Following the write ‘0’ operation (described above),
there is a degraded voltage level on QB, reducing the overdrive of the readout transistor (M7). As
mentioned above, an LVT transistor can used to implement M9 and M5 in order to increase the QB
voltage. To reduce the read access time, M7 can be implemented using an LVT transistor, however this
increases the off-leakage of the buffer, reducing the number of bitcells in a column. This leakage can
be reduced through several techniques, such as implementing M8 with an HVT implant, or adding an
additional stacking transistor, as shown by Calhoun et al. [2] in their 10T sub-threshold cell.
When reading a ‘1’, Q is originally written to VDD, but gradually discharges down towards GND
until reaching leakage equilibrium at a low voltage. The initial state causes QB to completely
discharge and stay discharged throughout subsequent hold and read cycles. In this case, the readout
transistor (M7) is completely cut-off, resulting in read access time identical to a standard 8T cell.
Therefore, skewing the read sensing towards the read ‘0’ detection can improve the overall read access
time of this scheme.
3. Cell Stability
The previous section presented the novel Q-SRAM cell and its operating modes. The cell presents
very aggressive leakage reduction, resulting in minimal static power. However, the question of
cell stability is unconventional, as this is not a “static” cell, and therefore static noise margins
are inapplicable.
3.1. Hold Stability
The standard definition of hold stability for an SRAM cell is the Static Noise Margin (SNM), first
described by Seevinck et al. [16]. In this method, a constant voltage is applied as noise on the internal
data nodes, and the minimal voltage required to “flip” the bitcell is defined as the noise margin. For a
standard static bitcell with positive feedback this is a sufficient metric, as once the trip point is crossed,
the cell will ultimately stabilize at the opposite state. This is, however, a worst case scenario, as a
constant voltage drop over a given net is a non-physical noise source. Therefore, in recent years, the
concept of Dynamic Noise Margin (DNM), taking into account the duration and amplitude of the noise
source, has become an increasingly popular alternative metric [14,17–21].
In the case of the proposed Q-SRAM, the traditional SNM metric is inapplicable, as the cell is not a
static cell. Applying a constant voltage inside the cell ultimately disrupts the leakage ratios of the
cut-off devices that maintain the cell’s stability. However, as the cell doesn’t provide a well-defined
positive feedback loop, the final settling state of the cell is not as clear as in the case of a static bitcell.
The application of a noise current to the internal nodes (Q and/or QB) asymmetrically changes the
voltages at these nodes, and once this noise is finished, the cell will settle at one of the stable states
according to the new initial condition. Therefore, testing the DNM of the bitcell is achieved by
applying a current pulse to one of the internal data nodes and plotting the duration and amplitude of
such a pulse that causes the cell a faulty readout.
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Figure 5. Dynamic Noise Margin of the Q-SRAM cell. The horizontal axis shows the
width of the current noise pulse, while the vertical axis shows the amplitude of the current
noise that causes the cell to reside at the opposite state at this pulse width. (a) The hold ‘1’
state; (b) The hold ‘0’ state.
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For the hold ‘1’ state, the stability of the cell is ensured as long as the pull-down current of M4 will
successfully discharge QB after the noise ceases. If the voltage rises at QB, as long as M1 doesn’t turn
on, the voltage at Q does not change, and the overdrive of M4 is strong enough to discharge QB. This
is further enhanced by the rise in DIBL current over M4 as QB rises. If the voltage falls at Q, a
negative feedback loop is initiated, as the voltage at VVDD decreases (via charge sharing over M3),
reducing the negative overdrive of M9 and increasing the leakage current to VVDD. M3 is conducting,
so this current is directed towards Q, raising the voltage back and thus negating the discharge noise. In
this case, there is virtually no way that QB will charge (and therefore result in an incorrect readout), as
M9 is further cut-off as QB rises, such that no charging current is provided and the DIBL over M4 will
discharge the voltage rise.
For the hold ‘0’ state, the stability of the cell is ensured as long as M4 does not discharge QB.
Initially, Q is low (VQ = 0 V) and VQB = VVDD, at a voltage slightly lower than VDD. If the noise raises
the voltage at Q, M1 is conducting with VGS = VVDD and this will easily discharge Q back to 0, unless
the noise level approaches VT4, which will ultimately cause QB to discharge and the cell to flip. Again,
an HVT implementation of the pull-down devices helps raise this noise margin. If the noise causes the
voltage at QB to decrease (up to the cell’s noise margin), a negative feedback loop will again help save
the state. Q will stay discharged and VVDD will follow QB through M6, increasing the DIBL over M9
and replenishing the voltage at QB.
The behavior described above is based on the assumption that the noise is dynamic rather than
static. In other words, the noise pulse is finite and results in an initial state of charge in Q and QB, as
opposed to a constant voltage, as in an SNM measurement. Figure 5 plots the current noise amplitude
required to flip the Q-SRAM bitcell at various noise pulse durations and at process corners.
The stability of the Q-SRAM bitcell under global process variations and local mismatch is best
shown by Monte Carlo statistical simulations. An example of such a distribution is shown in Figure 6.
The figure shows the steady state voltages at the bitcell’s internal data nodes (Q and QB) for
2500 simulations at a low supply voltage of 400 mV. For the hold ‘0’ state, as expected, node Q is
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clearly discharged, whereas QB is degraded from the full rail of 400mV. However, the majority of the
samples are around 370 mV, and in all cases the voltage at QB is much higher than the opposite state
at Q. For the hold ‘1’ state, QB is discharged, while Q resides at a very low steady state voltage.
These distributions can be tweaked with the implementation of various VT implants and sizing of the
bitcell’s devices.
Figure 6. Monte Carlo statistical distributions of the steady state voltages at nodes Q (left
panel) and QB (right) for a 400 mV supply.
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3.2. Read and Write Stability
As previously mentioned, the read stability of the proposed cell is identical to the hold stability,
due to the non-penetrating read through the read buffer. Further discussions about this stability are
given in [12].
For write stability, we must again separately analyze the different situations shown in Figure 4. To
write a ‘0’, only charging QB must be considered, as Q is at least partially discharged (depending on
the duration since the previous write), and the supply is cut-off, ensuring a quick and complete
discharge of Q through M2. The final state requires QB to be high, which is also achieved easily, as
M4 is almost immediately cut off and the charge through M5 meets hardly any contention. Even if the
write pulse is shortened, such that QB hasn’t reached its final level, is will continue to charge as long
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as the pull-up to pull-down current ratio is above unity. To measure the stability of this operation,
traditional static metrics are sufficient, even though they are pessimistic. A DC noise source was added
in series with the WBLB writing voltage, degrading the write level until the write failed. For a worst
case scenario, this was measured with a full level stored on Q, assuming successive writes without
time for Q to discharge. Figure 7 shows the ratio of the 9T Q-SRAM cell’s write margin (for writing a
‘0’) as compared to a standard 8T cell. It is clear that the proposed cell has a significant advantage,
especially at lower supply voltages, and this only increases as node Q discharges over time.
Figure 7. Ratio of the write margins of the 9T Q-SRAM cell as compared to a standard 6T
or 8T cell at various supply voltages (to write a ‘0’).

To write a ‘1’ successfully, QB needs to be discharged. The level at Q will eventually degrade in
any case, so it is sufficient to look predominately at the QB side. Again, there is no contention while
performing this task, as M9 is cut-off, gating the supply and enabling an easy pull down of QB. This
again significantly improves the write margin as compared to a standard 8T cell, and enables operation
well below the 0.7 V supply voltage limitation.
4. Implementation and Performance
The proposed cell was implemented and simulated in a low-power 40 nm TSMC technology, using
only standard process steps and multiple VT implants. Simulations of stability, power dissipation and
access times were performed at various supply voltages and under process variations. Post layout
simulations were performed for proof of concept. The final layout of the cell was integrated into a fully
operational array and taped out as part of a 40 nm test chip, shown in Figure 8, along with the
micrograph of the fabricated test chip. Preliminary functionality tests were performed on the test chip
at supply voltages from 400 mV to 1.1 V, showing correct operation. Figure 9 shows an example of a
write and read operation, as shown at the output of the test chip.
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Figuree 8. Layoutt and microograph of 40
4 nm test chip.
c
8 kb Q-SRAM
Q
ccell array iss at the
bottom
m right cornner of the figgures.

Figuree 9. Measuured wavefoorm of a successive wrrite and reaad operationns to two separate
memory bits. A ‘1’ was writtten to the first
f
bit and a ‘0’ was written
w
to thhe second bit.
b The
Data Out
O line shoows the corrrect readout of the two bits.

Figure 100 shows thee layout of the
t 9T bitceell as comp
pared to ourr layout of a standard 8T
8 bitcell. In
I
b
both
implem
mentations full
f design rules were enforced, such
s
that em
mployment of reduced design rulees
f SRAM implementa
for
i
tion can subbstantially shrink
s
the cell.
c
The 9T
T Q-SRAM included HVT
H
implannts
o M1 and M4 and LV
on
VT implantss on M9 annd M7, as discussed
d
abbove. Longeer than min
nimal lengthhs
w
were
used for M9, M2
M and M44 to utilizee RSCE an
nd improvee immunityy to processs variationns.
2
A
Altogether,
t 9T cell required ann area of 1.0044 μm ; an increase off 10% as com
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mpared to the
t 8T cell.
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Figure 10. Layout of
o 9T Q-SRA
AM cell as compared too standard 88T bitcell.

The statiic power coonsumptionn of the prroposed 9T Q-SRAM cell is higghly advanttageous oveer
s
standard
6T or 8T cellss, as shown in Figure 11. At a stan
ndard supplyy voltage (11.1 V), the hold
h
‘1’ statte
(Figure 11a)) shows a 12× static reeduction forr the nominaal corner (T
TT), and a 77× reduction
n at 700 mV
V.
T
These
increaase to 31× and
a 8×, resppectively, at
a the high leakage
l
(FF
F) corner. A substantiall reduction is
a achieveed in the holld ‘0’ state, as shown inn Figure 11b.
also
Figuree 11. Leakaage power of
o the 9T Q-SRAM
Q
ceell, as comppared to a sstandard 6T
T or 8T
cell. (a) Ratio off hold ‘1’ leakage
l
currrent; (b) Ratio
R
of hoold ‘0’ leakkage currentt. Both
figuress show the leakage currrent of the standard SRAM
S
cell divided by the Q-SRA
AM cell
leakagge at steady state.
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This brief paper deals mainly with the concept and the stability of the proposed cell; however the
dynamic features were measured as well. As expected, read access time for a ‘0’ is larger than that of a
standard 8T cell, due to the voltage drop on node Q. This, however, can be adjusted by using a low
threshold transistor for M7 and by decreasing the bitline capacitance. At 700 mV with a minimum
sized LVT M7, the read access time was 1.74× longer than a standard 8T. On the other hand, the write
access time of the proposed cell is much shorter than a standard 6T or 8T cell. When writing a ‘0’, the
write access time is 12× faster than 6T or 8T cell at 1.1 V, and 5.9× faster at 700 mV. An overall
comparison of figures of merit with standard 6T and 8T cells are given in Table 1.
Table 1. 9T Q-SRAM Figures of Merit.
Process Technology
Simulator
# of Transistors
Minimum VDD
Comparison with standard 8T bitcell
Static Power Reduction @700 mV
Static Power Reduction @1.1 V
Read Access Ratio @700 mV
Write Margin Ratio @700 mV
Write Access Ratio @700 mV

TSMC 40 nm LP
Cadence Spectre
9
300 mV
Hold ‘1’ State
Hold ‘0’ State
7.9×
3.5×
12×
5.7×
1×
1.74×
2.2×
0.17×

5. Conclusions
A novel 9T Quasi-Static RAM bitcell was briefly presented. The operational concepts and stability
issues were briefly discussed. Implementation of the concept in a low-power 40 nm CMOS process
showed substantial improvements in leakage power, as well as functionality at low operating voltages.
Quasi-static operation of the bitcell was discussed and dynamic noise margins were shown. Access
times were mentioned, although full descriptions of the simulation setup and results will be provided in
a future work. The proposed bitcell was found to be advantageous in power consumption, low-voltage
operation and write access time, at the expense of cell area, read access time and robustness.
In addition to detailed descriptions of the dynamic performance of the proposed cell, further
research will include post-silicon measurements of the 40 nm test chip.
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